
 

I hope you are all keeping safe and well. Does anyone else feel like the weeks are just flying by? I feel like I’ve just 

finished writing you a letter and then here I am again writing you the next! Flying by? In quarantine? Shushhh Miss 

Scaltsas. 

First of all, I would like to thank all of the boys and girls who have been engaging with the online Education City learning. 

Well done for all of your hard work, I am very impressed! It is so important that we are all prioritising these online tasks. 

The reason for this is that at the moment, Education City and Sumdog are the only ways I have of seeing how you are all 

getting on with your learning and that makes it much easier for me to make sure I am setting the right work for you.  

Remember our class charter? The one we wrote together as a class way back in August last year? Something that you all 

agreed as a class that I had to do as your teacher was make sure I see you all as individuals and give you learning tasks 

that challenge you appropriately and help you as an individual to progress and improve! The only way that I am able to do 

this is if I can see some of your work and at the moment, Education City and Sumdog are the only websites that allow me 

to do this.  

So, starting from this week, every week there will be one piece of work that I am going to assess you on and give you 

feedback where this is possible. I will always make it clear in your Home Learning Grid which piece of work will be assessed 

for that week. There may be other tasks that are set online during the same week. These are just as important and must 

also be completed, but you will only receive specific feedback on one piece of work each week wherever this is possible.  

Your Education City tasks are published for the week that they are due and then disappear, so you are expected to 

complete them during the week they have been set wherever possible. Once I have had a chance to see how you are 

getting on, I will publish these tasks indefinitely – meaning they will stay open to you permanently. The reason for this is 

that I would like you to be able to look back over prior learning if you come across something that you don’t understand or 

have forgotten or just need a quick reminder! Please do make use of this.  

This week’s Home Learning: 

- Literacy: Spelling/Reading/Moana Inference Challenge! (have a look at the home learning grid to find out more!) 

- Maths: Sumdog Fractions Challenge & Education City New Fractions Learning  

- Health and Wellbeing: Time Capsule Project/Yoga for Focus/Moana Yoga Challenge 

- Science: New Inheritance Learning (to be completed over 2 weeks – due by 22.05.20) 

- Art: Shadow Drawing Challenge  

- French: Verbal Conversational Skills Revision 

This week’s letter focus is….focus! Let’s for a minute look back on the past 8 weeks…we have gone from leading a pretty 

‘normal’ life to all of a sudden having absolutely everything change around us. Humans don’t like change! Most people find it 

very difficult to adapt to new situations and new realities. So, it is no wonder that at the moment, we may find being 

mindful and focussing on our work a little challenging. Teachers are struggling too! You are not alone. We are all thinking 

about you all the time, wondering how you are getting on, how you are feeling and hoping that what we are providing for you 

is supporting you in continuing your learning. It’s not easy for us either! We miss your stories, we miss the circle times, 

we’re so sad that we can’t share your learning/personal successes with you. But we are trying to be resilient as I know all 

of you will be also. At the moment, we must find ways to be mindful, focus our minds and engage with our home learning.  

So, this is a great week to have another look at your mindfulness learning. Each time you sit down to do your home learning, 

complete a minute of mindful breathing before you begin. Set a timer and sit and do your breathing exercise for a full 

minute. This minute will allow you to transition to a calm and focussed state where you are ready to tackle anything that 

Miss Scaltsas throws at you in her home learning grid! I have also given you a Yoga for Focus video to do this week. This is 

guaranteed to clear your mind, stretch out your body and heighten your focus. Why not take 15 minutes to do some yoga in 

the morning before you sit down to focus on your lessons? Remember you just focus on doing your absolute best and your 

best is always more than enough.  

I hope you all have a happy and healthy week and speak soon,  

Love Miss Scaltsas 

 

 

 

 


